which will afford scope for comparisons and for the classification of additional ma-
terial, and the repeated contemplation of which will help to develop a sense for
the aesthetic qualities of good writing. The occasional specimens of writing from
exotic cultures are intended to show how elsewhere also the appropriate use of
simple tools, coupled with technical and optical necessities, has led to the evolution
of significant and beautiful forms.
By 'writing' in general we mean deliberately fixed signs, which imply a mean-
ing and can be eread5. All genuine writing is a convention and therefore intelli-
gible only to the initiated. It is never the result of arbitrary inventions, but always
the laborious achievement of many generations, often of many peoples, at last
crystallized to a mutually accepted code. Even our shorthand can only be read by
those who have learnt it. Any private infringement of the rules makes it a puzzle
for everybody else, or at least more difficult to read.
Four stages can be distinguished in the histories of most writings. On the prelimin-
ary stages of writing (mnemonic or memory signs) follow the pictorial signs (picto-
graphs), the signs for ideas (ideograms) and finally the signs for sounds, or letters
(phonograms). As writing in phonograms is only adapted to some, but by no
means to all languages, many cultures, even important ones, such as the Chinese,
have remained in the stage of ideographic writing.
Aids to memory of all kinds, the knot in the handkerchief, the marking of ways
by blazing trees or painting them with strips of colour, magical signs and badges,
belong just as much to the preliminary stages of writing as the herald's staff with
which messengers established their identity among the ancients. Only when such
tokens formulate definite combinations of thoughts do the true beginnings of writ-
ing arise. Thus there was a writing by knots known to the ancient inhabitants of
Peru, which is supposed, by the medium of cords tied together, not only to have
conveyed details about their armies and supplies of gold and corn, but also to have
served for the recording, of laws. A similar writing by knots is still employed by the
inhabitants of the Liukiu Islands.
More developed early forms of writing are paintings and drawings. When Neo-
lithic man painted single animals and groups of animals on the walls of his caves,
he probably wished thereby to give expression to his joy at a successful catch
(ill.i). Other cave-paintings, of Palaeolithic date, depicting hunting scenes, al-
ready describe particular events. But they are still ambiguous, because the signs—
naturalistic representations—lack the force of a binding convention. On the north-
ern slopes of the Pyrenees pebbles from the later Stone Age have been found with
signs painted on them, some of which display an astonishing resemblance to letters,
even to our alphabet (ill. 2), It is however improbable that mankind should at this

